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The application of digital holography as a viable solution to 3D capture and display technology is examined. A review of the current
state of the field is presented in which some of the major challenges involved in a digital holographic solution are highlighted. These
challenges include (i) the removal of the DC and conjugate image terms, which are features of the holographic recording process,
(ii) the reduction of speckle noise, a characteristic of a coherent imaging process, (iii) increasing the angular range of perspective
of digital holograms (iv) and replaying captured and/or processed digital holograms using spatial light modulators. Each of these
challenges are examined theoretically and several solutions are put forward. Experimental results are presented that demonstrate
the validity of the theoretical solutions.
1. Introduction
3D display systems generate a great deal of public interest.
The idea that any event, ranging from the trivial to the
momentous, could somehow be fully recorded and the 3D
scene replayed at a later time for an audience in another
location is highly desirable. However, current technologies
are far from this futuristic conception of 3D technology.
Nevertheless recent improvements in 3D display and capture
technologies have led the way for plausible pseudo-3D scenes
to be recorded allowing the user to avail of a realistic 3D
experience. Consider for example the development of cin-
ema, film, TV and computer gaming over the past 30 years.
Entertainment industries are constantly pushing for better
3D experiences. Whether new technologies or approaches
provide a suitably realistic 3D experiences, one must consider
the human perception dimension to the problem, for a
more complete account we refer the reader to Chapter 17
of [1]. The consistent and continuous improvement in the
quality of the sound and special effects in films is noticeably
apparent. Perhaps this is even more dramatically underlined
in computer gaming when one compares the improvement
in graphics over the past three decades. Future improvements
in 3D technology are being prepared by major players in the
industry; Both Dreamworks Animation and Pixar have stated
their intention to release all future films in 3D; there is an
increase in the number of 3D cinemas being constructed;
public screenings of 3D football matches, and so forth, are
being shown in an attempt to increase public awareness of 3D
technology [2]. So the question arises, how will 3D cinema
translate to 3D TV?
It is a problem of content, in part, however as more
people experience 3D cinema the demand for a similar
3D experience at home increases, which in turn drives the
demand for 3D television content. There is a precedent for
this, the changeover from black and white TV to colour TV.
Several major technology companies such as Phillips and
Holografika, currently have proto-types of 3D televisions
that produce a convincing 3D experience. Although the
current 3D technology may sometimes appear revolutionary,
the fundamental science behind it is as old as film itself [3].
The central idea underpinning the 3D experience is that of
stereoscopic vision [3, 4]: an observer viewing a scene sees
two similar but slightly displaced versions of that scene with
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the left and right eye. This information is processed by the
brain and the viewer perceives a 3D scene. For a detailed
introduction to some of these approaches to 3D display
devices we refer the reader to [1].
Looking further into the future, another technology
could potentially offer more realistic 3D capture and display:
Digital Holography (DH) [5–12]. This imaging process
allows the full wavefield information; amplitude and phase,
to be recorded. With this information it is possible, using
devices known as Spatial Light Modulators (SLM), to
reconstruct the optical wavefield in another place and at
another time [11–13]. Recreating the full wavefield is the
only method by which an observer would be exposed to the
same scene that had been recorded. While there are obstacles
to achieving this goal, digital holographic capture display
technology does work as shall be demonstrated by theoretical
and experimental results presented in this paper.
Some of the major challenges are:
(i) the removal of the DC and conjugate image terms,
which are features of the holographic recording
process,
(ii) the reduction of speckle noise, a characteristic of a
coherent imaging process,
(iii) increasing the angle of perspective of digital holo-
grams, and
(iv) replaying captured and/or processed digital holo-
grams using spatial light modulators.
In the following sections we will discuss each of these
obstacles along with several different approaches that are cur-
rently being investigated to minimize their impact on image
quality. While many of these issues have been addressed
over the years in many different contexts, here we use a
combination of these approaches in an attempt to improve
holographic display techniques.
Each of the obstacles noted above must be addressed in
order to capture and replay a single holographic frame. For
real-time imaging however it will be necessary to capture,
transmit and replay a series of frames. Real-time imaging
will therefore bring challenges in additon to those already
outlined. For convincing real time imaging it will be neces-
sary to be able to replay approximately 50 frames (cinemas
currently have 25 frames per second) per second. There are
several potential bottlenecks to achieving this frame rate:
(a) the time it takes to capture and process a frame, (b)
sending data over transmission lines and finally (c) the
refresh rate of the SLM devices must have a sufficiently quick
to display∼50 frames per second. We note that as technology
improves these timing and transmission difficulties may well
recede.
In this research presented here the complex wavefield is
captured in the National University of Ireland, Maynooth
(NUIM), processed and transmitted to the Warsaw Technical
University (WUT) where the hologram is loaded onto an
SLM and reconstructed optoelectronically.
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Figure 1: Schematic depicting a typical inline DH setup. M: Mirror,
P: Polarizer, BS: Beam Splitter, Ph: Pinhole, and MO: Microscope
Objective.
2. DC Terms and the Conjugate Image Term
In this section we examine some fundamental properties
of a holographic imaging system. In Figure 1 we present
a schematic of a typical DH setup. Laser light is spatially
filtered using a microscope objective and a pinhole. The
diverging spherical wave that emerges from the pinhole is
collimated using a lens to form an approximately flat plane
wave that is split into two beams, the reference beam and
object beam, by the beam splitter BS1, see Figure 1. After
reflection from several mirrors the object beam illuminates
the object of interest. We refer to the field scattered from
the object at Plane X as u(X). For the remainder of the
manuscript we use the space variable x to refer to the
coordinate space in the capture plane and use X variable
to refer to the coordinate space in the reconstruction or
object plane. The object wavefield u(X) now propagates
to the camera face where an interference pattern between
the object and the reference wavefields is formed and the
resulting intensity is recorded. Using the expressions uz(x)
and ur(x) to refer to the object and reference wavefields,
respectively, in the camera plane we can write the resulting
intensity distribution as [14–17]
I = |ur(x) + uz(x)|2, (1a)
I = Ir + Iz + uz(x)u∗r (x) + u∗z (x)ur(x), (1b)
I = Ir + Iz + |uz(x)||ur(x)| cos
[
φ(x)− α], (1c)
where
ur(x) = exp
(
jα
)
, (2a)
and where
uz(x) = |uz(x)| exp
[
jφ(x)
]
,
uz(x) =
√
1
jλz
∫∞
−∞
u(X) exp
[
jπ
λz
(x − X)2
]
dX.
(2b)
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We note that Iz = |uz(x)|2 and Ir = |ur(x)|2. In (2b), λ
refers to the wavelength of the laser light and z, the distance
between Plane X and the camera face, see Figure 1. We
also note that the relationship between uz(x) and u(X)
defined in (2b) is the well known Fresnel transform [17].
Examining (1b) we can see that the recorded interferogram
I(x) contains four terms, the DC terms: Iz and Ir , the real
image term: uz(x)u∗r (x), and finally the conjugate image
term, u∗z (x)ur(x). We will assume that our reference wave
is flat and therefore is constant for all values of x. This
allows us to ignore the effect of the reference wave for
the conjugate and real image terms as it now represents a
constant phase. If we apply an inverse Fresnel transform
on (1b), our image in the reconstruction plane will contain
contributions from the conjugate image, the real image and
the DC terms. Ideally we would like to isolate the real image
term from the other terms thereby improving the quality of
the reconstruction. Since the Fresnel transform is a linear
operation, it is easier to understand the contribution of
the different terms by considering them individually. By
simulating free space propagation numerically in a computer
we may back-propagate uz(x) to the object plane to recover
our desired field u(X). Applying an inverse Fresnel transform
to the conjugate image term produces another field in
the object plane which overlaps with u(X), distorting the
image. The DC terms, Ir and Iz will also play a negative
role, distorting the reconstructed field in Plane X . We
note however that if ur(x) is a flat unit amplitude plane
wave, then Ir(x) is constant across the capture plane and
therefore is mapped by a Fourier transform to a Dirac delta
function centred at zero frequency [17, 18]. This deleterious
contribution may thus be filtered relatively easily using
numerical techniques. Alternatively it is possible to record
separately both DC terms; Ir and Iz, and to numerically
subtract these from the interferogram I using a computer.
In Figure 2 we present a captured and reconstructed DH of a
Starwars character. The setup is an inline setup very similar
to that depicted in Figure 1. In the experiment we use an
AVT Dolphin camera with 1392 by 1048 pixels each of pitch
6.45 μm to record the interferogram while the parameters λ
and z are given by λ = 785 nm, z = 108 mm, respectively.
Performing a numerical inverse Fresnel transform on the
non-processed interferogram generates the reconstructed
hologram in Figure 2 [19, 20]. The DC terms and the
conjugate image image noise are clearly evident. In Figure 3
we present the same reconstruction where the Iref DC term
has been removed using a filtering technique. We reduce
the power in our object arm to a low level and ignore the
contribution of the Iz term. From experimental experience
we have found that this does not overly degrade the
quality of the reconstructed hologram. Note the subsequent
improvement in the reconstruction quality. Once the DC
terms have been removed (and assuming a flat reference
wave) we may rewrite (1c) as
I = uz(x) + u∗z (x) (3)
On inspection of Figure 3, however it is clear that the
conjugate image is still present and that it contributes to
Figure 2: Reconstructed DH of a Starwars schart. Note the presence
of the both the DC terms and the conjugate image term.
Real termTwin term
Figure 3: Same as Figure 2 however the DC terms have been
removed using numerical processing techniques.
a significant deterioration of the reconstructed hologram.
Therefore we now turn our attention to several techniques
for removing this troublesome term.
2.1. Numerical Removal of the Conjugate Image Term. Here
we describe a technique for removing the conjugate image
term numerically and refer the reader to [21] for a more
complete description of the process. The basic idea behind
this numerical conjugate image removal technique is to bring
the conjugate image term into focus (where its features
are sharp) and then to use edge detection techniques to
remove the conjugate image term. We can achieve this
by performing a forward numerical Fresnel transform on
the interferogram. Performing a forward Fresnel transform
on our previously captured hologram produces the result
presented in Figure 4(a). Note that now the conjugate image
term is in-focus. One can see by comparing Figures 2 and
4(a) that the conjugate and real image terms are inverted
with respect to each other. In this particular example we
wish to demonstrate the robustness of this approach. By
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Figure 4: (a) This reconstruction is processed using the same
hologram as that used to produce Figures 2 and 3. In this instance
we forward propagate the hologram by a distance + z. In this
instance the conjugate image is in focus and the real image term
is out of focus. (b) This is the filter we use to remove the in-focus
conjugate image.
simply setting to zero most of the in-focus term, see
Figure 4(b), we may examine how much of the conjugate
image has been removed. Clearly we have also removed
information pertaining to the real image term; however we
have attempted to discriminate more strongly against the in-
focus conjugate image term. This approach can be further
improved using sophisticated edge detection techniques. We
now perform an inverse Fresnel transform on this processed
hologram, a distance 2z to get back to the real image plane.
In Figure 5 we present the result. While we note that the
conjugate image term has not been completely removed,
it has been nevertheless been significantly reduced. There
are many different numerical techniques for removing the
conjugate image term; see, for example, [22]. The main
advantage of a numerical procedure for removing both the
DC and conjugate image terms is that only one interferogram
is then needed to capture our field u(X). In the next section
we will look at another technique for removing the conjugate
Figure 5: This reconstruction is the same as Figure 2, however both
the conjugate image term and the DC terms have been removed
using numerical processes described in the text.
image term that is generally more effective than the technique
just described. This approach is known as phase shifting
interferometric technique; however its main disadvantage is
that several holograms need to be captured which may limit
its application in real-time imaging [23–25].
2.2. Phase Shifting Interferometer to Remove the Conjugate
Image Term. In this section we examine another technique
for removing the conjugate image term. This approach,
Phase Shifting Interferometry (PSI), is a technique in which
the phase of one of the interfering beams in the setup is
precisely changed and a set of phase shifted interferograms
are recorded. These interferograms are then processed to
extract the real object wavefield. In holography this means
that the zero-order and the conjugate image noise can be
removed. The advent of accurate piezo electric actuator
technology has enabled this technique to become very useful
in optical interferometry. Phase shifting applied to digital
holography was applied to opaque objects by Yamaguchi and
Zhang [23]. In the lab in NUIM, we have implemented
controlled phase shifting to remove the zero-order and
conjugate image reconstructions. A mirror (see Mirror A in
Figure 1) is attached to a piezo-actuator (Piezosystem Jena,
PZ38CAP) and placed in the object beam arm [23]. This
mirror can be moved in a controlled and repeatable manner
through very small displacements ∼1 nm. This allows us to
introduce a controlled phase shift between the object and
reference arms of the digital holographic setup. To ensure
that we introduce the intended phase shift it is necessary
to calibrate the piezo-actuated mirror. To perform this
calibration we replace the object in Figure 1 with a plane
mirror and observe the interference pattern in the camera
plane. With ideal lenses and aligned optics we would expect
to observe a uniform intensity pattern across the camera face.
As the piezo-actuated mirror is subject to a displacement
we expect the uniform intensity to vary from a maximum
(when the object and reference plane waves exhibit total
constructive interference) to minimum when the two beams
exhibit destructive interference. We note however that with
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misaligned optical elements and imperfect lenses we do not
achieve this type of interference pattern. To perform our
experiment we examined a region of the interferogram,
summing the intensity of all the pixels therein. We then
observed the variation in the intensity in this region as the
piezo-actuated mirror was stepped in small increments by
applying a known voltage. In Figure 6 we present the results.
With this information we are now able to use PSI techniques
to remove the DC and conjugate image terms. We proceed
using the 4-step technique discussed by Yamaguchi et al. and
capture a series of four digital holograms where the phase
difference between each successive capture is π/2. From [25]
we can now express the phase of the real image term as
φ(x) = I3π/2 − Iπ/2
I0 − Iπ , (4)
where Iα refers to a captured hologram where the object and
reference fields have been shifted α radians with respect to
each other. We note that |uz(x)| =
√
Iz may be recovered
by blocking the reference arm and recording the intensity of
the object field. Using this procedure we can thus separate
the real image term from the other contributions of the
holographic imaging process. The result of reconstructing
the data produced by applying (4) can be seen in Figure 7.
It is interesting to compare the results presented in Figures
5 and 7. These seem to indicate that PSI-based approach
yields superior results; however this should be further qual-
ified. Capturing PSI type holograms has several significant
disadvantages that may limit its application for real time
imaging: (i) several captures are required, (ii) it is very
important that the scene remains motionless during the
entire capture process. In practice this latter constraint can
be difficult to achieve and by its very nature interferometry is
particularly sensitive to any type of motion. We are currently
trying to improve numerical techniques for conjugate image
term removal and are using PSI holograms as benchmark to
determine their effectiveness.
We would to briefly comment on what is called off-
axis reference holography. In this instance an off-axis plane
wave is used as a reference wave. This has the effect of
spatially separating the real and conjugate image so that the
two terms may be isolated and separated from each other
using numerical techniques. This technique has application
for real-time imaging application, [26, 27]; however it
imposes restrictive constraints on the recording device.
Recording using an off-axis architecture may reduce the
spatial resolution of the resulting hologram by up to four
fold in contrast with an inline approach. For this reason
we concentrate primarily on inline recording setups in this
manuscript.
3. Speckle Noise Reduction
When light that is fairly coherent (both temporally and
spatially) is reflected from an optically rough surface, the
resulting intensity pattern has a random spatial intensity
variation. This is known as speckle pattern. Although one
of the first observations of the speckle phenomenon was
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Figure 6: Calibration curve for PiezoJena actuator (Piezosystem
Jena, PZ38CAP) driven using controller: NV401CLE. The intensity
varies from a maximum at ∼14.6 V, to a minimum at ∼15.5 V,
corresponding to a π/2 phase shift.
Figure 7: This reconstruction is the same as Figure 5, where both
the conjugate image term and the DC terms have been removed.
Unlike in the numerical procedure used in Figure 5, we have applied
a PSI technique to separate out the real image term.
made by Exner in 1878 and discussed widely at the time
in the literature, it was the invention of the laser that led
researchers to “re-discover” speckle in the 1960s. As lasers
became more widely available, the speckle effect was soon
put to good use in nondestructive, noncontact metrology
applications. Nevertheless speckle is a significant hindrance
in imaging applications and acts to severely degrade the
performance of coherent optical systems. For imaging appli-
cations, particularly those that involve display or projection
systems, the effect is striking, uncomfortable and irritating
due in large part to the high contrast (unity contrast)
associated with a speckle distributions. Thus speckle is both
a fundamental property of a coherent imaging process and
a significant hindrance for imaging applications. Over the
years many different techniques for reducing speckle have
been developed, unfortunately however these techniques
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tend to reduce the resolution of the imaging system [28–
30]. For example we have examined using mean filtering to
reduce the appearance of speckles in reconstructed digital
holograms. This approach reduces the speckle contrast at
the expense of effectively low-pass filtering our image. There
is therefore a corresponding reduction in higher spatial
frequency content. Alternatively if several speckle fields are
summed on an intensity basis the speckle contrast can
be reduced significantly, see for example the discussion in
Chapter 5 of [29]. It is of fundamental importance to realise
that speckle fields added on a complex amplitude basis will
not reduce the speckle contrast [30], they must be added
on an intensity basis. Calculating the expected reduction in
speckle contrast by summing different speckle fields on an
intensity basis requires an involved theoretical investigation
into the statistical temporal and spatial correlations between
each of the different speckle intensity patterns. Furthermore,
if the device detecting these intensity fields spatially and
temporally integrates the instantaneous intensity, then the
statistical properties of integrated speckle fields must also
be considered. Again we refer the reader to [29] for more
detail. However a good rule of thumb as to the expected
reduction in speckle contrast is given by assuming that the
speckle intensity patterns are statistically independent. With
this assumption the speckle contrast, C is given by
C = 1√
N
, (5)
where N is the number of statistically independent speckle
intensity patterns.
In this section, we are going to examine two different
approaches to speckle reduction. We will first examine how
to reduce speckle using convenient numerical techniques
before examining how to reduce speckle by capturing
multiple holograms of the same scene.
3.1. A Numerical Approach to Speckle Reduction. Here we
investigate a numerical technique for reducing the speckle
contrast in a reconstructed digital hologram. We do this
by summing together multiple intensity images, each of
which contains a statistically independent speckle pattern
lying on top of an unchanging object intensity distribution.
Therefore from one captured hologram we need to somehow
generate a relatively constant object intensity distribution
and several statistically independent speckle fields. To do this
we adopt a digital version [31] of an old technique proposed
in the 1970’s by Dainty and Welford [32], where the Fourier
transform of the hologram is repeatedly spatially filtered
and the resulting intensities are added together. Each spatial
filter corresponds to a different rectangular band in the
frequency domain. By moving the spatial filter in the Fourier
domain we allow different parts of the hologram’s Fourier
spectrum to contribute to the holographic reconstruction.
We note that by removing spatial frequencies we will reduce
the resolution of our reconstructed hologram, however we
will also reduce the speckle contrast in the reconstructed
image. In Figure 8 we present our results. Figure 8(a) is the
reconstructed hologram resulting from one intensity from
only a single bandpass filter. This bandpass filter corresponds
to a 348 × 348 pixel region in the frequency domain. In
Figures 8(b)–8(f) we show the resulting image when 1, 3,
5, 7, 10 and 14 band pass filtering operations have been
performed and the resulting intensities have been averaged.
It is clear from examining Figure 8 that while the speckle
contrast has been reduced it comes with the price of reducing
the spatial resolution of the reconstructed image.
It is noticeable that in Figure 8(a) we clearly see dark
horizontal and vertical fringes that overly the image of the
object. These unwanted terms are due to the square bandpass
filtering operation that created this image. Multiplication
with a displaced rectangular function (one quarter the
bandwidth of the fully reconstructed image) in the frequency
domain amounts to convolution with a Sinc function [18] in
the image plane. Furthermore this Sinc function is multiplied
by a linear phase factor that relates to the displacement of the
rectangular function. Convolution of the fully reconstructed
image with this tilted Sinc function brings about the dark
horizontal and vertical fringes that are shown in Figure 8(a).
As we add together the intensities of different bandpassed
versions of the image these fringes are averaged away since
they are different for each bandpass. In Figure 8(b), after
three filtered image intensities have been added together
it is observed that the horizontal fringes have been visibly
reduced but the vertical one remains in the image. This is
due to the fact that the three bandpass filters were located
vertically with respect to one another in the frequency
domain. In Figure 8(c) after five intensities are added we see
some reduction in the vertical fringe. This is due to the fact
that the five band pass filters were composed of a column of
four vertically shifted rectangular functions of size 348× 348
pixels. For the fifth bandpass filter we move horizontally to
the next column. This latter filter brings about the reduction
in the vertical filter. As we move across all the columns and
rows all the fringes are reduced.
3.2. A Multiple Capture Approach to Speckle Reduction. We
note that the addition of the intensity of multiple hologram
reconstructions has been previously demonstrated in the
literature [33–37]. In [33] the illuminating source was
rotated between captures in order to generate a series of
reconstructions of the same static object with statistically
independent speckle noise terms. The superposition of the
intensity profiles reinforces the object image while the overly-
ing speckle noise is averaged away. In [34] a similar method is
used, this time the wavelength of the source is varied between
captures. In [35] the angle of incidence upon the object of the
illuminating source is varied between captures and in [36] a
random diffuser, placed just after the source illuminating the
object, is moved between captures. In [37] the authors set out
to improve a Fourier Digital holography metrology system.
The unwrapped phase (showing deformation topology) is
averaged for multiple captures where there is a slight change
in the CCD position between captures.
In our experiment, we introduce a piece of frosted glass
(diffuser) into the object arm of our digital holographic
setup. Standard PSI techniques are used to remove the DC
and conjugate image terms. We are able to illuminate our
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Figure 8: Removal of speckle noise using a numerical technique discussed in the text. We generate 14 different reconstructions from 1
hologram by filtering in the Fourier domain with a square aperture window of size 128 by 128 pixels. (a) One image, (b) Sum of 3 intensities,
(c) Sum of 5 intensities, (d) Sum of 7 intensities, (e) Sum of 10 intensities, (f) Sum of 14 intensities.
object with a random diffuse field which is then translated
approximately 5 mm between captures. This is similar to the
approach that is presented in [36]. However we note that
in [36] the off axis architecture was employed to record the
holograms and in the results here an in-line PSI method
was used. We believe that this may be the first time that a
moving diffuser has been employed to reduce the speckle
from PSI reconstructed holograms. One of the captured PSI
holograms was reconstructed and is presented in Figure 9(a).
The reconstruction is contaminated by speckle noise. We
now move the piece of frosted glass and illuminate our
object with a statistically different random diffuse field.
Another PSI hologram is captured, reconstructed and added
to Figure 9(a) on an intensity basis. Note that while speckle
contrast has been reduced the resolution of the reconstructed
hologram has been unaffected unlike in Figures 8(a)–8(f). A
series of holograms were captured in a similar manner and
the results are displayed in Figures 9(a)–9(f).
4. Increasing Perspective of
DHUsing a Synthetic Aperture Technique
Recently there has been growing interest in the use of Syn-
thetic Aperture (SA) methods in order to increase the effec-
tive aperture of the recording CCD [38–44]. This in turn may
allow one to generate a reconstructed image with a higher
resolution [39], although we do not demonstrate this effect
in this paper, and also to generate reconstructions showing a
much greater range of perspective in the third dimension. SA
digital holography may offer the greatest potential to record
digital holograms that show sufficient 3D perspective for
commercial display. In general all of the methods appearing
in the literature aim to capture multiple holograms, each
corresponding to a different section of the object wavefield.
These can then be somehow merged together in order to
obtain a larger hologram. The larger hologram will allow for
a greater range of perspective to be seen as we reconstruct
different windows of our SA hologram.
In [42], a method was outlined in which multiple
holograms are recorded where the object is rotated between
captures. The angle of rotation is small so that (i) the
hologram appearing on the CCD does not decorrelate
and (ii) some area of the wavefield appearing on the
CCD is common to both captures. This allows correlation
techniques to be used to determine accurately the change
in angle between captures. Stitching is then performed in
the Fourier domain to create a larger hologram. We are
currently developing a variant of this method in which we
place a mirror between the illuminated object and the CCD.
It is the mirror that is rotated in our set-up meaning that
we do not have to worry about speckle decorrelation that
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Figure 9: Removal of speckle noise by adding multiple reconstructed digital hologram captures together on an intensity basis. For each
capture a different diffuse and random field is used to illuminate our object. (a) One image, (b) Sum of 3 intensities, (c) Sum of 5 intensities,
(d) Sum of 7 intensities, (e) Sum of 10 intensities, (f) Sum of 14 intensities.
arises due to rotation of the object. However, the mirror
creates the need for a correlation and stitching in the spatial
domain. Therefore, we stitch our holograms together in four
dimensions, in space (x and y) and spatial frequency ( fx and
fy). The shift between the two discrete hologram matrices is
resolved to subpixel accuracy. We do this by applying a phase
shift (corresponding to less than the pixel size, e.g., 1/5th of
the pixel size) to one of the matrices in the Fourier domain.
Since a phase shift in the Fourier domain corresponds to a
shift in space in the space domain the matrix is said to be
subpixel shifted in the space domain. This is equivalent to
interpolating the discrete object wavefield “in-between” the
pixels. We perform the correlations on each such subpixel
shifted matrix and identify the best shifted matrix which
gives the highest correlation peak value. This is further
done for different values of the subpixel shift, for example,
(1/5th of pixel, 1/8th of pixel, etc.). The best shift d is chosen
and thus resolved to subpixel accuracy. The steps taken for
stitching are described in the schematic in Figure 10. We refer
the reader to [42] for a thorough analysis of the method.
In Figures 11 and 12 we show some preliminary results.
In Figure 11 we show a digital hologram of a resolution chart
and the reconstruction. In Figure 12, we capture five holo-
grams of the same static object, while rotating a mirror in the
set-up. Each new hologram allows us to add approximately
300 new pixels to the hologram. In future work we expect
to use this method to record 3D macroscopic objects with a
range of perspective of approximately 10–15 degrees.
5. Optical Reconstruction of
Digital Holograms Using with a Liquid
Crystal Spatial Light Modulator
As we have seen in the previous sections in order to inspect
the visual information encoded in a digital hologram we
can apply numerical reconstruction algorithms. While this
approach is suitable for many different applications, in
particular metrology or microscopy, it is not appropriate
for 3D display systems. If we wish to view the hologram
in real 3D space, then the information contained in the
digital hologram must be replayed using optoelectronic
techniques. Briefly, some of the information contained in
the captured hologram is loaded onto an SLM device. A
plane wave is then reflected off the surface of the device,
and an approximation to the original object wavefield is
created. In our display system we use a reflective liquid
crystal Spatial Light Modulator (SLM): HoloEye (model:
HEO 1080 P) with 1920 × 1080 pixels, each with a pitch
of Δrec = 8μm to approximately reconstruct the original
object wavefield optically. A single SLM allows us to display
either a phase (phase mode) or an amplitude (amplitude
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Capturing phase shifted holograms
Algorithm for stitching two holograms obtained by rotating the object wave field
Step 1 Hologram A
0
π/2
π
3π/2 Phase shifts
A = o(x, y)ei(p(x,y))
4 step phase shifting
Holograms A and B are cross
correlated to obtain the spatial shift d.
This shift is resolved to sub-pixel accuracy.
We perform the correlations
on each sub-pixel shifted
matrix and identify the best shifted matrix which
gives the highest correlation peak value.
Using this shift d, the common parts,
Ca and Cb are extracted.
Let’s call the “extra parts” as Ea and
Eb . We are only interested in joining Eb to A.
These common parts have a linear phase shift
between them and this shift is found out
correlating the Fourier transforms of Ca and Cb .
Again this phase shift is extracted to subpixel
accuracy.
Now we have both the linear shift in the
spatial and the frequency domain. It is a
matter of joining the correct phase shifted
Eb to A to get our synthetic aperture
hologram.
Using the phase shift t calculated above, we “shift
back” hologram Eb by multiplying it with the
negative linear phase shift.
We take the shifted part Eb and append it to A
to give S, our synthetic aperture digital
hologram.
A third hologram C obtained by phase shifting can be
stitched to the above synthesized hologram by following
the same procedure. Iteratively, a number of holograms
can be stitched together.
Step 2Object wave field
Reference wave
CameraBeam splitter
rotation
Step 3 Hologram B
0
π/2
π
3π/2
Phase shifts
B = o(x − d, y)ei(p(x,y)−αx)
4 step phase shifting
Step 1: sub-pixel
correlation in
space domain
Step 2: sub-pixel
correlation in
frequency domain
Step 3: correct phase
alignment of
holograms
Step 4: stitching of
correctly aligned
holograms
Step 5: iterative
stitching of holograms
Figure 10: Schematic showing the various steps taken in the stitching process. The beam splitter in Step 2 on the left-hand side corresponds
to BS in Figure 1. It is rotated in order to rotate the object wave field.
mode) distribution. Displaying both amplitude and phase
is not straight-forward, as two modulators working in
different modes (amplitude or phase) are required. These
two SLM’s would then need to be carefully aligned and
furthermore would also be very sensitive to errors introduced
by relative mechanical motions or vibrations between these
two devices. Also, whether we use amplitude or phase mode
depends on the data we load onto our SLM. We note
for example that an actual interferogram (our unprocessed
digital holograms that are captured in NUIM) contain only
real positive numbers and therefore can be replayed using
our SLM in amplitude mode. As we shall see however the
resulting optoelectronic reconstruction is contaminated by
both the DC terms and the conjugate image term. If we
use numerical techniques to process our hologram, thereby
obtaining the complex field information associated with our
object distribution, we obtain both amplitude and phase
data. For the alignment issues identified above we must now
opt to load either the phase or amplitude data onto our SLM.
From experimental experience we have found that more
convincing optical reconstructions are obtained when the
phase data is loaded onto our SLM and the device is operated
in phase mode only, see also [17, Section 9.9.3]. Before we
turn our attention to discussing some of our experimental
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Figure 11: (a) Amplitude of a PSI hologram of a transparent USAF resolution chart having been illuminated through a diffuser. The
hologram has 1040 × 1392 pixels. In (b) we show the reconstruction of the digital hologram.
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Figure 12: (a) Amplitude of a Synthetic Aperture digital hologram. Five recordings have been stitched together. The resultant hologram
has clear discontinuities that would not be visible in the ideal case. Stitching has also been implemented in the spatial frequency domain.
Approximately 300 pixels are added with each addition capture. The SA DH has 2223 pixels in the x direction. In (b) we show the
reconstruction of SA DH.
results, we note that the camera used by NUIM to capture
the original hologram has 1392 × 1048 pixels, with a pixel
pitch Δreg = 6.45μm. The mismatch between the dimensions
of captured hologram and our replay device (see Section 2)
effects optical reconstruction in two ways: (i) It modifies the
distance of reconstruction plane to SLM plane according to
the following formula:
zrec = zreg
λregΔ2rec
λrecΔ2reg
, (6a)
where the zreg is the distance between detector and object
planes, and (ii) A transverse magnification of
M = Δrec
Δreg
, (6b)
is now introduced to the reconstruction image. In Figure 13
we present a schematic to illustrate the physical optical setup
that is used by WUT to optoelectronically reconstruct the
captured holograms. We note that the wavelengths used to
capture the original wavefield and the wavelength used for
reconstruction differ, that is, λrec = 532 nm, while λreg =
785 nm. Using (6a) and (6b) we thus find that zrec =
281.48, zreg = 638.95 mm and M = 1.24. In Figure 14
we present an optoelectronic reconstruction of the captured
digital hologram that was used to generate Figure 2. Since
this unprocessed hologram is real, it could be replayed using
a single SLM operating in amplitude mode. Experimentally
however we have found that a good optical reconstruction,
with a higher diffraction efficiency, is obtained when we use
our SLM in phase mode and refer the reader to Sections
4.4.3 and 4.4.4 of [17] for a more complete discussion
of this issue. This behavior has also been verified with
some preliminary numerical simulations. One of the most
disturbing terms in our optoelectronic reconstruction is the
Iref DC term, see (1a)–(1c) and Figure 14, which can be
removed numerically. The DC term covers valuable space of
the holographic display. This is especially significant since
SLM devices have limited viewing angles (∼2 ◦) and the
majority of the reconstructed image will be located within
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Figure 13: Scheme of setup for optical reconstruction with SLM,
P: Polarizer, BS: Beam Splitter, Ph: Pinhole, and MO: Microscope
Objective, L: Collimator lens, λ/2: Half-Wave Plate.
Figure 14: Optical reconstruction of holographic data with SLM:
reconstruction of intensity hologram.
the zero order area, again we refer the reader to Figure 14.
Also we have found that the DC term removal is especially
significant for holographic reconstructions at small distances
or for reconstructions of specimens with fine features.
We now turn our attention to removing the DC terms
and the conjugate image term. In Section 2 we have presented
two techniques for extracting the real image term from
the hologram. In Section 2.1 we have presented numerical
method of filtering the object field from a single hologram.
The application of the method on a hologram gives us an
approximation to the real image term; some features of the
object field are filtered as well as the twin image term. After
processing our hologram we obtain the complex information
associated with the object wavefield. As we have previously
noted we now discard the amplitude information displaying
only the phase data on our SLM. The result of optoelectronic
holographic reconstruction is presented in Figure 15(a).
Estimating our real object field can be achieved more
accurately using PSI techniques, as discussed in Section 2.2.
Ideally the PSI technique returns the exact object field.
Errors can be introduced due to system instability during
the capture or the phase step error. In Section 2.2 we used
the four frames PSI technique to recover our object field.
In Figure 15(b) optoelectronic reconstruction from phase
of real holographic image obtained with PSI technique is
presented.
Another disturbing feature of holographic imaging
technique is speckle noise. Section 3 presents a review of
methods that can be used to reduce this speckle noise.
The most promising is a multiple capture approach to
speckle reduction. Here we apply this technique to our
optoelectronic reconstruction. For our numerical recon-
structions, the processing and propagation of our holograms
are performed numerically. Finally the calculated intensity
distributions are added together. Here however the last two
steps (propagation and intensity summation) are performed
optically by diffraction and then by an intensity detector,
that is, our eyes or the camera we use to image our optical
reconstruction. We use set of ten real object waves, filtered
using our PSI technique, as described in Section 3.2. These
ten phase distributions were loaded sequentially onto our
SLM, at a refresh rate of 60 Hz, in a continuous manner.
By adjusting the exposure time of our camera we get the
CCD to average (integrate) the intensity distributions of all
10 images. The result is presented in Figure 16. Figure 16(a)
shows the optoelectronic reconstruction from a single holo-
gram, while Figure 16(b) is the reconstruction obtained from
ten image set. It is clearly visible that the speckle pattern has
been significantly suppressed demonstrating the usefulness
of this approach for optoelectronic reconstruction.
As noted previously the spatial resolution of digital holo-
grams may be increased using SA techniques. In Figure 17
we present some preliminary experimental results. Using SA
techniques we captured a series of digital holograms that
were then stitched together, see Section 4 to form a larger
hologram. A section of this hologram was then selected and
displayed on the SLM. When replayed optoelectronically it
produces the result shown in Figure 17(a). A different section
of the hologram was then loaded onto the SLM and replayed
to produce Figure 17(b).
6. Conclusion
In this manuscript we have examined the feasibility of
using digital holographic techniques to record and replay 3D
scenes. We have investigated some fundamental difficulties
associated with this imaging technique and suggested several
theoretical solutions to overcome them. We have demon-
strated the effectiveness of our solutions with experimental
results. In Section 2 we examined how to remove the DC
and conjugate image terms that arise due to the holographic
recording process using a numerical approach and a multiple
capture approach based on Phase Shifting Interferometry. In
Section 3 we focused on eliminating/reducing the disturbing
effect of speckle so as to minimize its negative impact
on image quality. Two different approaches were again
discussed, one numerical and another based on a multiple
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(a) (b)
Figure 15: Optoelectronic reconstruction from phase of real object beam obtained with: (a) numerical method of real object beam filtering
from single hologram, (b) 4 frames PSI technique of real object beam filtering.
(a) (b)
Figure 16: Removal of speckle noise in optoelectronic reconstruction by CCD integration of reconstructed images: (a) reconstruction from
one image, (b) reconstruction from ten images.
Figure 17: Reconstruction of synthetic aperture hologram.
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capture technique. We do note that there are many other
techniques for reducing speckle which we are continuing to
investigate. In Section 4 we attempted to address the limited
angular perspective of digital holograms using a synthetic
aperture approach. Multiple holograms, slightly displaced
from each other were recorded and stitched together using
numerical techniques that we have developed. Finally in
Section 5 we examined the replay or display of digital
holograms using liquid crystal Spatial Light Modulators
(SLM). We demonstrated experimentally that it is possible to
optoelectronically replay digital holograms in one location
(Poland) that have been captured elsewhere (Ireland). We
have replayed synthetic aperture holograms, experimentally
demonstrating the increased perspective that follows from
this approach for the first time. We hope to shortly investigate
the live broadcasting of 3D scenes from Ireland to Poland
which may also have applications in metrology [45].
Much work remains to be done. We envisage a continued
improvement in both CCD cameras and their pixel count
which is essential for capturing high resolution digital
holograms. We also expect to see continual improvements
in spatial light modulators, both their pixel count and their
ease of use and flexibility. From this collaborative research
exercise we can conclude that while several major obstacles
still stand in the way of real-time holographic capture
and display systems, a lot of these issues will become less
significant as current SLM and CCD/CMOS technologies
improve. In the design of future 3D systems it will be
essential to consider how the human perception effects the
quality of the 3D experience. Already there are preliminary
investigations underway [46]. Improvements in these areas
will dramatically alter the landscape perhaps making digital
holography a more feasible approach for future 3D display
and capture systems.
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